Atypical progressive supranuclear palsy underlying progressive apraxia of speech and nonfluent aphasia.
Progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) is a clinicopathological entity typically presenting as an akinetic rigid syndrome with early falls, axial rigidity, vertical supranuclear gaze palsy and levodopa resistance. Pathological features consist of tau deposition in neuronal and glial cells located mainly in subcortical and brainstem structures. Rare cases with the pathological diagnosis of atypical PSP have been described in which neocortical tau deposition is more widespread than what is usually seen in typical PSP. Progressive nonfluent aphasia (PNFA) is a syndrome characterized by spontaneous nonfluent speech and early preserved comprehension of language. Apraxia of speech (AOS) is a motor speech disorder that may be a feature of PNFA. We report the clinical and pathological findings of four cases that presented with features most consistent with PNFA predominated by AOS. Pathological features in these four cases included the typical features of PSP subcortically and in brainstem structures, but combined with tau-positive neuronal and glial pathology in the neocortex. Comprehensive semiquantitative analyses of tau burden including neurofibrillary tangles and pretangles, coiled bodies, tufted astrocytes and threads were undertaken in the four cases of atypical PSP and compared to 10 cases of typical PSP. Semiquantitative analysis demonstrated that in atypical PSP, the pathology shifts from subcortical grey and brainstem regions, commonly affected in typical PSP, towards neocortical regions. This shift in pathology accounts for the presentation of PNFA and AOS observed in our patients, as well as the lack of classic features of PSP. These cases demonstrate that atypical PSP can present as AOS and PNFA without the classic features of PSP.